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1. BACKGROUND 

 

The Akimat of East Kazakhstan oblast (the “Oblast Akimat”), the Akimat of the City of Ust-

Kamenogorsk and the Akimat of the City of Semey (collectively the “City Akimats”) have 

approached the EBRD with request to assess the possibility of financing street lighting 

(“SL”) modernisation projects in the cities of Ust-Kamenogorsk and Semey (collectively the 

“Cities”), the two largest cities of East Kazakhstan oblast (the “Oblast”). 

 

Like in many other cities in Kazakhstan, SL systems in the Cities are owned by respective 

ZKH Utility Departments. The operation and maintenance of SL systems is outsourced to 

private companies via service tendering process conducted on annual basis. The outsourced 

services are mainly limited to basic technical support and maintenance. 

 

SL infrastructure in the Cities is substantially deteriorated and low-performing. Growing 

electricity and maintenance costs have forced the City Akimats to explore long-term, 

sustainable options to improve the lighting system’s efficiency. Given the lack of investment 

in the sector in the past decade, and a lack of transparency in the contractual arrangements 

between the City Akimats and the existing operators, the Bank has been asked to assist with 

the project implementation and with bringing energy savings, operational efficiency and 

balanced contract relations to the sector.  

 

To this end, a new business model is being considered, where a chosen contractor will (i) 

perform design of the new SL system, (ii) procure and install the equipment and (iii) operate 

and maintain the whole system thereafter on a long-term basis (~10 years) to ensure high 

quality of the installed equipment and consistent compliance with the required operational 

and service quality standards. This will be implemented through a Design-Supply-

Installation-Operation & Maintenance Contract(s) (the “DSIO&M Contract”) between the 

company managing SL systems in the Cities (the “Company”) and private DSIO&M 

Contractor(s) (the “Contractor”).  

 

The Company - JSC "East Kazakhstan PPP Center" (a joint stock company) - is a regional 

company 100 per cent owned by the Oblast Akimat and established to develop and support 

complex budget-funded investment projects in the Oblast. The Company will take over 

management of SL systems in the Cities and will act as SL assets holder, the employer for the 

DSIO&M Contract and the manager and administrator of the street lighting on the basis of 

the Public Service Contracts (“PSC”) to be entered into with each of the Cities. 

 

Therefore, prior to the award of the DSIO&M Contract the overall agreement for the 

provision of SL services in the Cities would be formulated under a PSC or similar type of 



arrangement between each of the City Akimats and the Company. The PSCs will (i) reflect 

the provisions of the envisaged DSIO&M Contract with regards to the required operational 

and service quality standards; (ii) enable regulatory oversight by the Cities; and (iii) secure 

sufficient payments by the Cities to the Company to cover its financial and operational costs 

related to the Project, including debt service of EBRD loan and payments under the 

DSIO&M Contract. 

 

In light of the above, the EBRD will provide a loan of up to KZT 3,600 million (the “Loan”) 

to the Company to assist in modernisation of the SL systems in the Cities (the “Project”). The 

Project therefore will involve Oskemen Sub-Project and Semey Sub-Project (collectively the 

“Sub-Projects”). The Loan will be provided in two tranches: (i) Tranche A of up to KZT 

2,215.5 million for Oskemen Sub-Project; and (ii) Tranche B of up to KZT 1,387.5 million 

for Semey Sub-Project. 

 

The Project’s financing package envisages co-financing grant contributions from the state 

budget under the Enhanced Partnership Framework Agreement (“EPFA”) of up to KZT 720 

million and the Oblast Akimat of up to KZT 480 million. 

 

The priority investment programme for each of the Sub-Projects will include the following 

components: (i) establishment of a centralised SL system control centre; (ii) procurement and 

installation of light-emitting diode (“LED”) luminaries to replace the existing out-dated street 

lights; (iii) procurement of special vehicles and equipment; and (iv) partial replacement of 

deteriorated SL poles and infrastructure. 

 

For the purpose of Project implementation, the Company will set up a Project Implementation 

Unit (“PIU”). 

 

The Cities, the Oblast and the Bank have agreed that the involvement of an experienced 

project implementation and procurement specialist (the “Consultant”) is appropriate in order 

to (i) assist the Company with introduction and training of the PIU; (ii) assist the Company in 

procurement of the DSIO&M Сontract, including development of the contract, development 

of tender documentation, tenders evaluation and contracting; (iii) ensure compliance of tender 

documents and procurement process for DSIO&M Сontract with the Bank’s Procurement 

Policies and Rules (“PP&R”); (iv) confirm the taking over of the SL system and energy 

efficiency savings during the first 6 months of the system operations; and (v) confirm 

implementation of the agreed Environmental and Social Action Plan (“ESAP”). 
 

The procurement for the above priority investment components will be made through open 

international tendering procedures in accordance with EBRD’s PP&R. The Consultant’s 

services are required to assist the Project by providing procurement and Project 

implementation support to the Company. 

 

The Company will also benefit from the parallel corporate development programme TC 

assignment by a dedicated consultant (the “CDP Consultant”). Both the Consultant and the 

CDP Consultant (together referred to as “the Consultants”) are expected to liaise with each 

other as needed to benefit from the shared information and save resources. To this end the 

terms of reference of both the Consultant and the CDP Consultant shall be made available for 

each of the Consultants for their reference, as well as other deliverables under their respective 

assignments for the Project, as the case may be. 

 



A copy of the Project documentation as well as all technical due diligence documents will be 

made available to the Consultant, including the Feasibility Study (“FS”) report, covering the 

first draft PSC and the first draft DSIO&M Contract, as well as other deliverables produced 

as part of the Project FS. 

 

2. OBJECTIVES 

 

The overall objective of this assignment is to facilitate timely and effective implementation 

of the Project by rendering assistance to the Company with all aspects of the Project 

implementation, including but not limited to the procurement of the modernisation, operation 

and maintenance the SL systems in the Cities on the basis of the DSIO&M Contract 

(development of the contract and tender documentation, tenders evaluation, contracting and 

disbursements), establishing relevant monitoring and reporting procedures necessary to 

successful implementation of the Project and compliance with environmental and social 

(“E&S”) requirements. 

 

3. SCOPE OF WORK 

 

The Consultant will provide assistance in procurement of the DSIO&M Contract in a detailed 

manner in accordance with the best international practice, agreed procurement strategy with 

the Bank and procedures, specifications and documentation of the Bank and pursuant to all 

other agreements stipulated in the Loan Agreement signed between the Company and EBRD. 

 

In order to meet the above objectives, the Consultant shall, inter alia: 

 

(a) assist the Company to establish the PIU, including job descriptions, qualification of 

staff, annual staff appraisals, development and training on and off the job; 

(b) advise the Company on procurement strategy; 

(c) assist the Company to prepare tender documents, including draft DSIO&M contract, 

clarifications/explanations and other relevant information to facilitate preparation of 

the tender documents; 

(d) assist the Company with clarifications and amendments to the tender documents; 

(e) assist the Company in organisation of tender for DSIO&M Contract in line with the 

requirements of EBRD PP&R; 

(f) assist the Company during tenders opening session and draft the tender opening 

minutes; 

(g) assist the Company with the evaluation of tenders and prepare evaluation report and 

submit the necessary documents to the Company and EBRD for their concurrence and 

“no-objection”;  

(h) develop final draft DSIO&M Contract and ensure its key terms are aligned with the 

terms of the PSCs to be concluded between the Company and each of the Cities and 

allow the Company to fully meet its service obligations under such PSCs; 

(i) assist the Company with finalisation of the contract with the winning tenderer(s), 

notification of contract award and notice to unsuccessful tenderers; 

(j) confirm the taking over of the street lighting system and energy efficiency savings 

during the first 6 months of operation; 

(k) assist in supervision and monitoring of the DSIO&M Contract; 

(l) support the Company in resolving complaints, if any; 

(m) provide overall project management support to the Company to co-ordinate, manage, 

monitor and evaluate all aspects of the Project, including appropriate design and 



preparation of technical specifications; contract supervision and administration, and 

implementation of the ESAP, environmental and social management and monitoring 

plan, Stakeholder Engagement Plan (“SEP”) and preparation of annual environmental 

and social reports to the Bank; 

(n) ensure that the Company will duly arrange payments to the Contractor, to whom 

payment has been certified, to ensure that all such payments are made in due time, and 

that appropriate control and record systems are in place to ensure compliance with 

financiers and the country reporting requirements; 

(o) ensure that all reports required by the EBRD for implementation of the Project and the 

loan are submitted on schedule. 

 

3.1 Establishing the PIU structure 

 

3.1.1 Identification of PIU staff needs at the Company level  

 

The Consultant will identify job descriptions and key qualifications of PIU staff that are 

required for the Project.  

 

3.1.2 Development of a training plan 

 

The Consultant will identify any training needs required at the Company level (Company and 

PIU staff) for the Project. Appropriate training techniques, including both formal and 

informal techniques, will be identified. A training plan summarising the needs and training 

will be drawn up. Following approval of this report by the Company, the Consultant will 

undertake the required training.  

 

It is envisaged that training may be required in the following areas: procurement; project 

control and reporting; contracting; project accounting and disbursement; street lighting 

operations; EBRD Performance Requirements, ESAP and SEP implementation, 

environmental and social monitoring, and annual reporting on environmental and social 

issues. It is envisaged that training will include both formal training workshops and informal 

on the job training. The training will be designed to ensure that following the end of the 

assignment, the Company is able to fulfil its responsibilities without additional assistance. 

 

3.1.3 Establishment of PIU operating procedures particular to the Project 

 

The Consultant will establish the PIU operating procedures and systems needed to manage 

the scope of the Project. Where relevant the Consultant will develop, implement and 

document any such systems. These systems include, inter alia: 

• A Project Procedures System, setting out the responsibilities, duties and authorities 

of the parties involved in the design and construction of the Project, together with 

all necessary procedures for communications, meetings, reporting, change control, 

quality control, etc. as are necessary for the efficient running and control of the 

Project. Corporate policies, plans and procedures for environmental management 

and protection, health and safety, human resources and equal opportunities. To this 

end, the consultant will: 

o Review the issues and mitigation measures proposed under the 

Environmental and Social Analysis and Audit, Stakeholder Engagement 

Plan (SEP), and the E&S Action Plan (ESAP) and the environmental 



management practices currently in place to have a good understanding of 

the current issues; 

o Develop an ESAP implementation plan specifying the responsible 

persons and where applicable, split each ESAP action into simple 

steps/tasks bound to a timeline. 

• A Financial Management System, which includes: (i) Project accounting and budget 

management systems; (ii) procedures for payment to suppliers of services, goods 

and works; (iii) management of the Project account and Debt Service Reserve 

Account (“DSRA”) and preparation of the appropriate documentation as required by 

EBRD; (iv) systems for financial reporting to the EBRD meeting reporting 

requirements specified in the EBRD loan agreement. 

• A Project Management System, by which all relevant parties are made aware and 

reminded regularly of the existence and timing of important milestones and events. 

This should include a Project Decision Matrix for all project stakeholders, showing 

the dates for all decisions and approvals over the forthcoming six months. 

 

The Consultant will also prepare a Project Procedures Manual which documents all systems.  

 

3.2 Monitoring of the Project Implementation Plan 

 

3.2.1 Establishing, reviewing and updating the Project Implementation Plan  

 

The Consultant, in consultation with the Company will establish, review and update the 

Project Implementation Plan (“PIP”) for the Project acceptable for EBRD. The PIP will 

cover all aspects of the Project implementation, and will include, inter alia: 

• Project implementation programme - a detailed Project investment programme 

(using appropriate presentation format: e.g. linked activity programmes, etc.) for 

completion of the whole Project - showing all activities and key events for design, 

approvals, construction, commissioning, completion, etc. In the process of 

developing this programme, the Consultant will verify that all planning, 

construction and operation approvals and permits have been identified; and that the 

Project programme fits more broadly with the Company strategic development 

plans and the Akimat’s general development planning. ESAP, SEP, and 

environmental and social monitoring plan implementation shall also be included in 

the programme. 

• Project budget - a detailed cost budget as well as cash flow forecast for the whole 

Project including the implementation of the ESAP. This will be based on the 

existing Project FS prepared by international consultants during the Project 

preparation and other information provided by the Company. 

• Procurement - a procurement plan. The Consultant will advise the Company on the 

best contracting strategy and will develop and regularly update the prepared during 

the Project preparation Project Procurement Plan in the format acceptable to the 

Bank. 

• Project risk matrix - A risk matrix outlining the key challenges and risks associated 

with the Project and the measures proposed to deal with them. 

• The Consultant will submit the updated PIP to the Company for approval. 

 



3.2.2 Obtaining approvals for any changes to the plan in good time 

 

Following approval of the PIP, the Consultant will closely monitor progress against the 

planned programme, budget and Procurement Plan. Where the Consultant and the PIU 

identify the need to change any aspect of the PIP, a request for approval, accompanied by a 

clear outline of the need for such a change, will be submitted to the Company. This will 

continue throughout the assignment.  

 

3.2.3 Any other activities 

The Consultant will ensure that ESAP, SEP, environmental and social monitoring plan and 

all other applicable environmental and social procedures required by the Bank are being 

adhered to and that the PIU is duly informed about them. 

 

3.3 Advise the Company on procurement strategy 

 

The Consultant will assist the Company to establish appropriate procurement strategy, 

including prequalification of applicants if needed, single or two-stage tendering proceeds, the 

need for pre-tender meetings, conditions of contract, warranty obligations and delivery 

schedule. To this end the Consultant will advise on the following areas: 

(a) prequalification of applicants in line with best global practice for such tenders, 

covering at least the following parameters as applicable: 

� for SL system designers: sufficient evidence of previous successful/winning/cost-

saving SL system designs; 

� for manufacturers: production capacity (in the number of luminaries per year), 

scope of the product line, LED production longevity/start year, availability of 

internationally recognised certifications, and experience providing installation 

oversight, control and commissioning supervision and customer training on the 

site in countries with similar conditions to Kazakhstan, among other parameters; 

� for suppliers: reference list of supplies of LED luminaires to Kazakhstan (to 

ensure knowledge of customs regulations and logistics, and ensure compliance 

with the implementation schedule); 

� for installers: experience installing LED luminaires, as well as drivers, sensors 

and controls in Kazakhstan or in countries with similar conditions to Kazakhstan 

to ensure knowledge and easy handling of prevailing SL legacy systems, cabling, 

and power equipment in required quantities per required implementation time-

period, as well as experience installing required relay protection and 

disconnection equipment, automated meter reading systems and software, 

automated SL management systems and controls and related software; 

� for the O&M company: experience in management, operating and maintenance of 

SL systems of similar size, scope and complexity. 

(b) two-stage tendering process; 

(c) the need for pre-tender meetings; 

(d) conditions of the DSIO&M Contract; 

(e) required minimum technical and performance specifications; 

(f) warranty obligations; and 

(g) delivery schedule. 

 

The Consultant will revise the initial procurement plans for each of the Sub-Projects and 

update if needed, to demonstrate realistic schedule for the entire procurement process. 

 



The particular attention will be provided by the Consultant to: 

� performance and energy savings guarantee aspects of the DISO&M Contract, 

including but not limited by: (i) design of SL systems compliant with designated 

energy efficient KPIs; (ii) long-term equipment warranty from a manufacturer 

with sufficient history and historical volumes of LED luminaire production, and 

(iii) sufficient surplus stock of LED luminaires of each of the types in order to 

ensure instant installation in cases not covered by the long-term equipment 

warranty; and  

� the proposed delivery schedule insuring it is in line with the best international 

practice. 

 

3.4 Design and Preparation of the Requirements 

 

3.4.1  Initial Data Collection 

 

The Consultant shall review available data from the FS as well as other information provided 

by the Company and will report on the missing reference technical data that is needed to be 

obtained for design and / or Project implementation. 

 

3.4.2  Design 

 

Prepare list of specific designs / design requirements for the Project components in the 

details sufficient for inclusion in tender documents and the draft DSIO&M Contract, and 

ensure that such designs should meet the requirements and construction norms of Kazakhstan 

Law and international standards, where appropriate. 

 

3.4.3  Development of Requirements 

 

The Consultant shall review technical specifications and requirements as being prepared in 

the FS, and complete them in the detail sufficient for inclusion in tender documents for open 

tendering, as defined in the Bank’s standard tender documents. All design specifications 

prepared by the Consultant shall meet requirements of Kazakhstan Law and international 

standards, where appropriate, and based on the best industrial practice and innovative 

solutions. 

 

3.4.4  Obtaining of Approvals by Authorities 

 

The Consultant shall assist the Company with obtaining all necessary approvals and permits 

by authorities and other stakeholders for the concept designs and other documentation 

prepared by the Consultant and which are outside the scope of the Contractor’s 

responsibilities under the DSIO&M Contract. 

 

If necessary, the Consultant shall assist the Company with preparation of documents needed 

for obtaining the approvals from the Government of Kazakhstan or its authorised Agency, if 

any, for EPFA Grant financing. 

 

3.5 Assist the Company with tendering 

 

3.5.1  Preparation of Tender Documents 

 



The Consultant will assist the Company / the PIU with the preparation of tender documents 

for procurement of modernisation and O&M of the street lighting systems in the Cities on the 

DSIO&M basis. To this end the Consultant will review and verify inputs to technical 

specifications and the draft DSIO&M Contract prepared as part of the FS for the Project and 

propose revisions if necessary. It is envisaged that the energy-performance based DSIO&M 

Contract will match the Loan maturity and will include among other specific features SL 

standards, energy consumption targets, and other relevant service requirements as well as a 

balanced bonus/penalty system for deviation from agreed quality standards and will have an 

energy efficiency guarantee for the full term of the DISO&M Contract. 

 

The format of all tender documentation will be based on EBRD standard tender documents. 

While preparing tender documentation, the Consultant should pay special attention to the 

following: impact resistance, water/dust tightness, resistance against heat, against cold and 

against fluctuating voltage; the way for replacing defects that are not the Contractor’s fault (e.g. 

a car accident causes a street light to be broken); clear specifications on the technical solutions 

for transformation substations, including e.g. for the equipment for protecting the lamps during 

voltage fluctuations due to power outages. 

 

The consultant will need to ensure that the technical specifications and EBRD Environmental 

and Social requirements (incl. Labour Conditions of the EBRD version of Standard tender 

document), as well as the requirement for complying with the agreed Environmental and 

Social Action Plan (ESAP) for the Project, are converted into a form suitable for inclusion 

and included in the respective tender documents and DSIO&M Contract. 

 

The tender documentation to be prepared should meet the Bank’s requirements for “no 

objection”. Once drafted, the Company will submit the Tender Documents to the Bank for the 

Bank’s “no objection”. The Consultant will be expected to incorporate any amendments to 

the Tender Documents required by the Bank in order to receive the Bank’s “no objection”. 

 

3.5.2  Approvals and Permissions 

 

The Consultant will assist the Company in preparation of documents for obtaining all 

necessary approvals and permits under the laws of Kazakhstan regarding the contracts 

financed by the EBRD Loan. The consultant should also prepare a preliminary list of permits 

required by the Contractor and include this list in the tender documents. 

 

3.5.3  Support during the procurement process 

 

The Consultant will provide support to the Company throughout the procurement process. To 

this end, the Consultant will carry out the following activities: 

� Draft all procurement notices (based on EBRD standard format) and ensure that 

all procurement notices / invitations for tenders are placed in a timely manner in 

accordance with the Banks’ PP&R; 

� Ensure that all approvals and no-objections have been applied for and obtained in 

a timely manner; 

� Carry out the administration of the tender process, ensure that appropriate records 

are kept, documentation is properly stored, recorded and managed, and 

confidentiality is maintained; 

� Ensure that pre-tender meetings and field visits (if any) are properly organised and 

the records are properly issued; 



� Co-ordinate response to tender clarification enquiries, including preparation of 

draft responses to such enquiries, arrangement for approvals, issuing and record; 

� Prepare any amendments to tender documents as may be required and obtain “no-

objection” prior to issue; 

� Advise the Company’s tender committee of the rules and procedure for tender 

receipt and tender opening; 

� Arrange public tender opening and prepare corresponding minutes. 

 

3.5.4 Evaluation of tenders 

 

The Consultant will take the lead in organising and managing the evaluation process. To this 

end, the Consultant will, inter alia: 

� Give guidance on the composition of the Evaluation Committee and to the 

Evaluation Committee as required; 

� Provide draft detailed evaluation report for the consideration of the Evaluation 

Committee. Compile the Evaluation Report in the required format, including all 

technical and financial analyses, records of consultation with external parties by 

the Evaluation Committee and clarifications requested and receive; 

� Arrange for meetings of the Evaluation Committee, attend as an advisor and 

record these meetings, presenting the minutes for approval by the Company; 

� Document the Evaluation Committee’s deliberations in relation to the Evaluation 

Report and compile the agreement there into the Evaluation Report prior to 

seeking all approvals; 

� Prepare revisions or additional information to the Evaluation Report that may be 

requested by the Bank; 

� Ensure that all queries and complaints are promptly attended to as appropriate and 

copy such inquiries and complaints as appropriate to the Bank; 

� The Consultant may be required by the Bank to provide confirmation of the 

Evaluation Committee’s recommendations. 

 

3.5.5. Support during contract finalisation 

 

The Consultant will provide support to the Company during contract finalisation. To this end, 

the Consultant will, inter alia: 

� Prepare a brief for the Company indicating all the items to be resolved in the 

clarifications pre-contract, if any; 

� Attend pre-contract discussions, if any, and document the discussions, updating 

the contract documents if necessary and seeking all necessary approvals; 

� Advise on the validity of performance and other contract-related securities; 

� Assist in finalisation of the draft DSIO&M Contract in a form acceptable to the 

Bank and the Company; 

� Notify unsuccessful tenderers; 

� Ensure that all queries and complaints are promptly attended to as appropriate and 

copy such inquiries and responses as appropriate to the Bank. The Consultant may 

be required by the Bank to participate in ‘de-briefings’ as a result of complaints. 

 

The Consultant will also assist the Company to draft and negotiate post-warranty contract to 

ensure good spare parts supply is retained after warranty period elapses.  

 



3.5.6.  Support in contract supervision 

 

The Consultant will perform the duties of the Engineer / the Project Manager or equivalent, 

as these may be attributable to, specified and / or implied by the contract, in accordance with 

the applicable laws, technical standards and construction norms and rules. The Consultant 

will also supervise and monitor the implementation of the ESAP by the Company and the 

contract conditions by the Contractor. In order to do so the Consultant will, inter alia: 

� Review and approve the working drawings / designs prepared by the Contractor; 

� Supervise the works and approve all materials, construction techniques and 

workmanship on a day-to-day basis in accordance with the contract(s); 

� Provide expert advice on all aspects of the works undertaken, especially regarding 

project supervision, measurement, contracts monitoring and quality control; 

� Ensure the proper programming, recording, measurement and accounting of the 

works by means of contemporary management and measurement techniques; 

� Carry out monitoring of the Project progress and promptly report to the Company 

details of any aspect that may jeopardise the progress of works, as well as any 

implications such aspects may have on the original time of completion or cost of 

the works, and the measures being (or to be) adopted to overcome such factors; 

� Approve the Contractor’s work programmes and any adjustments thereto; 

� Issue Interim Certificates for interim payments for the Company’s approval 

certifying quality and completion of all, or parts of, the works; 

� Determine the value and time impact of variations, reviewing new rates proposed 

by the Contractor and making recommendations to the Company for the 

acceptance (as appropriate) of revised rates and the issue of Variation Orders; 

� Ensure that environmental protection measures including those required under the 

ESAP are implemented during construction and as permanent works are 

implemented; 

� Ensure that safety requirements including those required under the ESAP 

(including on-site movements) are met and that the minimum disruption to 

operations is caused by the contract works; 

� Participate in the interim and final acceptance of works; 

� Agree the final measurement and payment on completion of contracts; 

� Advise the Company on all matters related to the execution of the contract(s), 

including settlement of the possible contractor’s claims; 

� Prepare works maintenance programme; 

� Carry out maintenance inspection visits to each contract during the defects 

Liability Period; 

� Carry out other inspections, when necessary and envisaged under the contracts; 

� Participate in acceptance of equipment delivered and installed; 

� Confirm the taking over of the SL system and energy efficiency savings after the 

first 6 months of operation. 

 

The Consultant shall seek prior approval from the Company and EBRD prior to: 

� Issuing any Variation Order with financial or time implications; 

� Sanctioning additional items, sums or costs; 

� Approving the sub-contracting of any part of the works; and 

� Approving any extension for the time(s) for completion. 

 

3.6 Arrangement of Timely Disbursement under the contracts 

 



The Consultant shall, inter alia:  

• Prepare or sum up cash flow forecast for the DSIO&M Contract(s) and the Project in 

a whole. 

• Assist the Company with the Project financial planning. 

• Verify the invoices and payment documents for all contracts under the Project. 

• Prepare disbursement applications under the Project according to EBRD 

requirements. 

 

3.7 Coordination of Third Parties 

 

3.7.1  Other Consultants 

 

The Consultant will support the PIU to coordinate the work of all other consultants involved 

in the Project. To this end, the Consultant will, inter alia:  

• Ensure that other consultants (and specifically the CDP Consultant) are provided with 

necessary documentation and other information, in order that they may meet the 

objectives of their assignments. 

• Work closely with the CDP Consultant to make sure that the terms of the PSCs and 

the DSIO&M Contracts are harmonized, paying specific attention to ensure the 

alignment of the relevant DSIO&M Contract parameters (including, but not limited 

by performance requirements, technical specifications and bonus / penalties system) 

with the correspondent parameters of the PSC. 

 

3.7.2 Licensing Agents, regulators etc 

 

The Consultant shall identify and advise the client to initiate the procedures for any necessary 

local or republic licences, permits or other approvals, including but not limited to Site access, 

Building permits for permanent and temporary works as appropriate, licences. Where a 

Contractor is responsible for obtaining specific licences or other authorisations, the 

Consultant shall facilitate the process. Furthermore, the Consultant will ensure that any on-

going reporting requirements are met, and incorporated into the PIU procedures. 

 

3.8 Support in ensuring compliance with the Finance Documents and other 

agreements 

 

3.8.1 Conditions Precedent 

 

The Consultant shall support the Company to implement the Conditions Precedent to 

disbursements for respective Loan Tranches stipulated in the signed EBRD Loan Agreement. 

 

3.8.2 Covenants, Reps & Warranties 

 

The Consultant will monitor and support the Company to meet all continuing, time dependant 

or repeating warranties and representations. The Consultant shall keep records to demonstrate 

the status of these. 

 

3.8.3 Project Accounts and Audits 

 

The Consultant shall support the PIU and the Company to arrange for preparation of the 

project accounts at the time and in the form required in the project financing agreements, and 



arrange for audit and action any matters arising from audit in accordance with the financing 

agreements. The Consultant shall include a quarterly statement of the project expenditures 

and projection against its budget for the reporting period in each progress report. 

 

3.8.4 Reporting in accordance with the Finance Documents 

 

The Consultant shall support the Company to meet all reporting requirements stipulated 

under the Finance Agreements and other Project Agreements. This will include regular 

reporting on any time-dependent covenants, implementation of any time or progress–

dependant elements such as insurance policies, general progress reporting (programme, 

progress and financial status). 
 

3.8.5 Environmental and Social Matters 
 

The Consultant will ensure that all applicable environmental and social Performance 

Requirements (2014) of the Bank including implementation of the Environmental and Social 

Action Plan (“ESAP”), environmental and social monitoring plan, and Stakeholder 

Engagement Plan (“SEP”), as part of the signed Loan Agreement, and other financing parties 

are being adhered to and implemented in a  timely and satisfactory fashion and that the 

Company is duly informed about the procedures and allocated required resources to 

implementing such requirements. 

 

4. IMPLEMENTATION ARRANGEMENTS AND DELIVERABLES 

 

The assignment is expected to start in Q1 2018 and will have duration of 24 months. 

 

The Consultant will be responsible for arranging accommodation and local and international 

transportation. The Consultant will be responsible for all salaries, fees, allowances, 

insurance, leave pay and taxes. 

 

It is expected that the Company will provide the Consultant free of charge with furnished, 

office accommodation and access to telephones, fax and internet. All calls and internet 

service costs are to be paid by the Consultant.  

 

All available Project information, reports and documents will be made available for the 

Consultant by the Company. 

 

All documentation related to the contract will remain the property of the Company after 

completion of the assignment. The Consultant shall not publish, use or dispose of this 

documentation without the written consent of the Company. 

 

The Company may from time to time request the Consultant to produce an ad hoc report. The 

reports shall be prepared in the Russian and English languages. 

 



Document No. of copies in 

Russian 

No. of copies in 

English 

Deadline 

Draft procurement 

documentation: 

o Updated Procurement 

plan; 

o Draft DSIO&M contract; 

o Draft Tender documents. 

 

 

2 

 

2 

2 

 

 

2 

 

2 

2 

 

 

M + 1 week 

 

M + 6 weeks 

M + 8 weeks 

Draft Final Evaluation Report  2 2 M + 18 weeks 

Quarterly reports on 

supervision 

2 2  

Draft Final Project 

Completion Report 

2 2 M + 22 months 

Submit Final Project 

Completion Report 

2 2 M + 24 months 

M = commencement date of the assignment 

 

Inception Report 

 

Not later than in four weeks upon commencement of services the Consultant will prepare and 

submit the inception report. This report will include information about the status of the 

project’s preparation and implementation and the Consultant’s assessment of effectiveness of 

the Loan Agreement and the revised overall procurement plan and procurement 

strategy.Draft Project implementation schedule will be attached to the report as well as the 

schedule for Consultant’s activities for the next quarter. 

 

Quarterly Reports 

 

Throughout the entire period of rendering the services the Consultant shall submit Quarterly 

Reports by the fifteenth day of the following quarter. Each report will show events and 

progress for the Consultant’s activities of each of the main tasks. 

 

During the works execution and supply administration stage the report shall show events and 

progress of the works for the previous quarter. 

 

The format of quarterly reports shall be agreed by the Company and EBRD and shall include, 

but not be limited to, the following: 

• chart and description of work and goods of each stage:  production, transportation, 

construction, installation, testing, commissioning, guarantee test and acceptance; 

• cash flow forecast; 

• comparisons of actual and planned progress including percentage completion 

achieved for each activity; 

• details of any aspects which may jeopardize the completion in accordance with the 

Contracts, and the measures being (or to be) adopted to overcome such aspects; 

• copies of the assurance documents, test results and certificates of materials; 

• safety statistics, including details of any hazardous incidents and activities relating to 

environmental and social aspects and public relations; 

• review and update of investment grant log frame: progress with regard to output and 

where possible outcome; 



• update on implementation status of ESAP (progress of implementation indicated 

clearly for each mitigation measure in a separate column of the ESAP table), SEP and 

environmental and social monitoring plan; 

• any major changes in the project design and/or capacity that represent a material 

change to the originally approved EBRD Project. Any such cases must be brought to 

the attention of the Operation Leader and the Bank’s E&S specialist; 

• Contractor’s OHS information; 

• Other information relevant to the project that can be requested by the Company or 

EBRD. 

 

Final Report 

 

The Consultant will prepare a draft of the Final Report one month prior to the end of the 

Contract and deliver it to the Company. The Final Report will in fact be a review of all of the 

Consultant’s tasks, the level of fulfilment and necessary conclusions. Upon receipt of the 

Company’ comments and suggestions the Consultant will prepare the finalised version of the 

report. 

 

The Consultant will provide the Company with one printed copy of all reports and results in 

Russian and in English. In addition to printed copies, reports should be submitted 

electronically in Microsoft Word and Excel format or in PDF format to the Company and the 

Bank. 

 

Donor Visibility 

 

Given the assignment is funded through the EBRD’s donor funded technical cooperation 

programme, the Consultant will be required to support the client to ensure visibility of these 

resources. Support on these visibility aspects can be obtained from the Bank’s 

Communications Department. Measures could include but not be limited to: 

 

- All documents produced by the Consultant should mention donor support and bear the 

logo of the donor, when appropriate. 

- Donor support to the project should be acknowledged in any public communication 

(press releases, launch of facilities) 

- Local representatives of donors should be invited to any public event organised to 

promote the project (press conferences, inaugurations, possibly stakeholder participation 

programmes) 

 

Please contact Lucia Sconosciuto (email: SconoscL@ebrd.com; tel: +44 20 7338 8155) and 

James Bullett (email: BullettJ@ebrd.com; tel: +44 20 7338 7154) for further information. 

Some donor visibility guidelines can also be provided by the Bank to Consultants at the start 

of an assignment.] 

 

5. CONSULTANT PROFILE 

 

The Consultant shall demonstrate a proven experience in management of similar projects, 

procurement, and administration of similar contracts under IFI procurement rules. 

 



The Consultant will be responsible for mobilising qualified engineers, technicians and other 

professionals with experience in project management, procurement, planning and supervision 

of similar projects in comparable climatic and geological conditions. 

 

The Consultant shall have a minimum of 5 years experience of the activity, which they are 

proposed for in a similar position including:  

� experience in provision of project implementation and procurement support, 

engineering design services and contract supervision services of a comparable nature, 

scale and complexity, including specific experience in the street lighting sector in 

Eastern Europe and/or the CIS countries with similar climatic conditions and for the 

projects involving the procurement policies and rules of international financial 

institutions (such as the EBRD, World Bank); 

� knowledge of FIDIC and operating and maintenance arrangements; 

� sufficient knowledge of Kazakhstan legislation regarding construction, financial and 

accounting issues and disbursements; 

� sufficient knowledge and understanding of the EBRD's environmental and social 

requirements and past experience in facilitating their implementation; 

� ability to work in Russian language is considered essential. 

 

The Consultant’s team should include the following experts: 

• Key Expert No 1 (Team Leader / Street Lighting Operations Specialist) with 

preferably 10 years of professional experience in comparable assignments in the street 

lighting sector in in Eastern Europe and/or the CIS countries and with similar climatic 

conditions; and experience of working with IFIs (or similar);  

• Key Expert No 2 (IFI Procurement and Contracts expert) with preferably 5 years or 

more of previous professional experience in the successful implementation of similar 

assignments and a good knowledge of procedures and rules of procurement of 

international financial institutions, such as the EBRD, World Bank or other IFIs, 

knowledge of FIDIC and operating and maintenance arrangements; 

• Key Expert No 3 (Local Project Manager / LED urban lighting expert / Engineer / 

Contract Supervisor) with preferably 5 years of previous relevant professional 

experience in the street lighting sector in countries with conditions similar to 

Kazakhstan; 

• Key Expert No 4 (Environmental, Health and Safety and Social specialist) with 

preferably 5 years or more of previous professional experience in the successful 

implementation of comparable assignments and with demonstrated knowledge of the 

environmental and social standards of the EBRD or other comparable institutions; 

• Key Expert No 5 (Finance and Disbursement expert) with preferably 5 years or more 

of previous professional experience in the successful implementation of similar 

assignments and have a good knowledge of requirements of Kazakh legislation 

concerning construction, financial, accounting and disbursement issues; 

• Key Expert No 6 (Legal expert) with preferably 5 years or more of previous 

professional local legal experience and good knowledge of local legal and regulatory 

conditions in Kazakhstan and the region (good knowledge of Kazakh public 

administration and PPP legislation will be an advantage).  


